Curriculum Provision 2017-18
Number of lessons taught per week, per subject:
English
Mathematics
Science
French/Literacy
Technology
Humanities
PE
Music
Art
Photography

Year 7
5
5
4
3
2
4
2
1
1
-

Year 8
5
5
4
3
2
4
2
1
1
-

Year 9
5
5
4
3
2
4
2
1
0.5
0.5

Year 10
5
5
6
1
-

Year 11
5
5
6
1
-

Drama
Options
PSHE
Computing
Total

1
1
1
30

1
1
1
30

1
1
1
30

12
1

12
1

30

30

This booklet contains information for each subject area exploring what the curriculum provision looks like
for all students. It addresses prior learning, challenge and support, numeracy and literacy, homework
expectations, wider opportunities for learners and the future prospects for students at KS5 and the world
of work. It also explores how Spiritual, Moral, Social and cultural (SMSC) education is embraced within
each subject area, what equality and respect looks like within the curriculum as well as how subjects are
planned and taught to inspire all learners to be their best- through excellence and enjoyment. This is a
working document, and will be updated each year to ensure our picture of the curriculum provision is
accurate and current. Each subject area addresses the same criteria- all of which is seen as integral to
learner success within each curriculum.

Partnership with our feeder primaries.
The Key Stage 2 curriculum has changed dramatically, with much of what was taught at Key Stage 3, now
being taught at KS2. As a consequence, we have ensured our curriculum is appropriately challenging, and
meets our students’ expected knowledge base and skills as they transfer from Year 6 to Year 7.
We are keen to learn and share best practice with our feeder primaries. We regularly hold curriculum
meetings with a range of subjects, often focusing on literacy and numeracy, but with a desire to be more
subject specific in the future.
“The first few weeks have been really fun. I love that we get to do a variety of exciting lessons. I have
really enjoyed Design Technology- we would never have done things like that at primary. The teachers
have really high expectations of us and they won’t accept work that doesn’t have your full effort into it. Les
Quennevais School is very creative. There is art on the walls everywhere. So far, I’m loving Les Quennevais
School. I am so excited for the rest of my time here.”
Year 7 Baccalaureate Questionnaire 2017

The Year 7 Baccalaureate and PiXL Edge
In Year 7, all students complete our ‘in-house’ baccalaureate award which helps our students make sense
of their achievements as they move onto the next stage of their academic lives. The PiXL edge course is
run during form times from Year 8 onwards and provides students with an opportunity to develop their
character education through a series of increasingly challenging activities.

ENGLISH
The challenge and excitement I feel in my English lessons has grown each year. My
written work; my use of vocabulary and the way I structure my writing has improved
because my teacher explains things really well and has such high expectations of all
of us. I am now using vocabulary that my dad doesn’t even understand.
Prior Learning

Year 9 Student 2017

The teaching of sets of tier 2 vocabulary for every unit is new, challenging content not covered at Key
stage 2. Texts covered at key stage 3 and beyond are literary – not the predominant children’s fiction
taught at Key stage 2. The persuasive writing techniques covered at Key Stage 2 are extended into
more complex rhetorical territory.
Literacy booklets revisit grammatical concepts taught at Key Stage 2 applying them to secondary
contexts.
All units of work include appropriate grammatical meta-language. All students develop a good
understanding developed through spaced retrieval, quizzing, elaboration activities and weekly
opportunities for all students to complete an extended task.
We have excellent relationships with a number of our feeder primaries and have shared approaches to
learning as well as moderating work between key stages.
Literacy and Numeracy
Our aim is for consistent approach to literacy across the English curriculum, consistency creates clarity.
We ensure this clarity through the use of knowledge organisers and vocabulary flashcards, which
ensure all students are taught the same knowledge and skills. The department has shared approaches
to teaching vocabulary and writing which ensure knowledge is delivered clearly and consistently.
Literacy lessons have a clear, consistent structure. Use of success criteria; for example, for weekly
extended writing we have word, sentence and paragraph level criteria mean that material is clear and
expectations are explicit.
Challenge for all
Units and work across the key stages “talk” to each other so that content covered in Year 7 has value
in Year 11. It is also revisited in different years for the spaced effect. The fact that Year 7 vocabulary,
sentences and writing is of relevance to terminal Year 11 exams (but does not replicate them) ensures
that all students regardless of starting points are receiving the level of challenge they are entitled to.
Following data drops, intervention activities can be given to students who have not met expectations.
All target groups and all students are monitored. The high level of challenge is ideally suited to
satisfying pupils with a challenge seeking mindset. The weekly use of extended writing is iterative and
builds resilience and secures knowledge. The capacity to learn from mistakes is twofold and based on
students having sufficient knowledge to identify weaknesses and the disposition to act on this having

done so. DIRT (Directed Improvement and Reflection Time) used appropriately raises the profile of
this area.
Achievement for all
The high level of challenge in text choice, knowledge and vocabulary, the routines (e.g. extended
writing and DIRT tasks) and the fact that the department uses research proven strategies such as
knowledge organisers, whole class feedback, multiple-choice questions, low stakes quizzing and dual
coding will effectively promote good achievement in all pupils.
Caveat: We now need a couple of years to consistently embed all of the above! Progress is
incremental. Our most recent GCSE results reflect well on our approach to teaching and the
curriculum we have designed.
Doddle used formatively. Specific interventions triggered at the end of each unit related to the
precise areas of knowledge/skill that need it. All students are monitored and tracked. This area has
been audited and a new system is up and running (Sept 17). The use of spaced retrieval across Key
Stage 3 means that knowledge from Year 7 still gets revisited in Year 8, 9 and throughout their
curriculum provision.
Closer ties have also been developed with SEN department over the last few years and these have
been productive in meeting the needs of specific learners.
A Positive Learning Environment
The English teachers passionately believe in the content and pedagogy used to deliver the curriculum
and this creates a positive climate. As does the high challenge which sees pupils buy in to what we
are trying to achieve. Success and progress are celebrated in individual lessons and through the use
of recognition through work of excellence and letters home.
The degree of challenge, regular quizzing, interesting texts, committed teachers all help promote
good behaviour.
Safety, Equality and Respect
The department’s emphasis on 19th century “dead white males” is deceptive. Wherever appropriate
texts are explored progressively e.g. Dickens’ alleged anti-Semitism; a whole Year 8 unit on race and
rhetoric; poverty and exploitation in Blake’s London; the marginalisation of women in “Of Mice and
Men”. Weekly compositions are often given a Jersey context e.g. election in Grouville, strange mythic
events in “The Amaizin Maze” for example.
Homework
Literacy booklets Y7-9 are comprehensive and shadow key areas of our curriculum e.g. vocabulary,
syntax, grammar. Homework is currently being audited to include greater emphasis on vocabulary,
core skill drilling and spaced retrieval.

A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

Students express their creativity and understanding of other cultures through their study of literature
and non-fiction texts.
The study of literature requires students to consider the world outside themselves. Furthermore the
study of literary texts encourage a sense of awe and wonder. Questions arise naturally from a study of
texts which create time for reflection and contemplation. Open discussion is at the heart of English
teaching and this facilitates questions about existence and purpose.
Issues concerning morality and human behaviour are intrinsic to the study of texts. In addition English
lessons provide the opportunity to hold and voice a range of opinions in safety and with the
confidence that these will be listened to and considered.
Inevitably social issues are central to literary texts and questions arise which encourage students to
consider the position of others and the wider world as well as themselves.
Texts studied allow students to consider their own culture and other cultures. This cultivates curiosity
about the wider world and fosters empathy and tolerance.
Close study of a text can reveal contrasts within our own culture and useful debate can often arise
from this.
Future Prospects
The chance to encounter and engage with high quality literary texts can only enhance students’ lives.
The growing strength of our Key Stage 3 provision – its emphasis on enhancing vocabulary and
writing skills not only aims to impact on GCSE but also into further education.
Many of our students go on to study English Language and Literature at A Level.
The importance of attaining a good pass in English Language for all our students’ future prospects
cannot be stressed highly enough. The English department at Les Quennevais are committed to
ensure our students are given every opportunity to succeed through our challenging, knowledge rich
curriculum.
Wider Opportunities
There are extensive opportunities to engage with English on a wider platform beyond lessons. We
have two or more yearly author visits impacting on whole year groups.
There are writing workshops organised by Literacy Coordinator. Literacy leaders drawn from across
Key Stage 3 work cooperatively to promote literacy across the school.
Weekly revision sessions and lectures are very well attended by Key Stage 4.

MATHS
At my old school, I found Maths really challenging but I have made great progress
already and my teacher has been really supportive.
Prior Learning

Year 7 Student
“My first few weeks”
feedback 2017

We test the level of understanding at the start of each unit of work and adapt planning as required.
Students follow on from their Year 6 starting points as the curriculum is designed to recall prior
learning and embed key concepts over time.
Literacy and Numeracy
Numeracy is essential to success in Mathematics.
We concentrate on mathematical literacy across the department, ensuring spellings are correct of
mathematical terms. All classrooms have displays of key mathematical language, which are continually
referred to. We ensure students are able to read exam papers effectively by continually drilling
command words and the use of walk-in mocks in Year 10 and 11.
Challenge for all
All Key Stage 3 students have access to the same curriculum and classes are stretched within the
capacity of the group. Opportunities for extension work are always available, no matter which set. Our
‘Numeracy Ninja’ Scheme provides all students with a visible framework to build their mathematical
skills no matter what their starting point.
Achievement for all
We ensure we monitor all students continually throughout their curriculum. By pre and post testing of
all topic areas, we are able to ensure all students are monitored effectively and that staff and students
can actively see where the gaps in knowledge occur. Post testing of each topic assesses the student’s
retention of knowledge and allows staff to adjust teaching to help cover those gaps. Our homework
strategy also allows those gaps to be addressed on a weekly basis. We have the ability to personalise
homework tasks as required and offer after school sessions when needed.
A Positive Learning Environment
We have a friendly and approachable staff. The classrooms are welcoming and organised to ensure
learning is focused and productive.
We insist on excellent presentation in books to make them easy to refer to and instill high
expectations in all our students. We encourage students to be resilient when tackling learning and to
have a positive attitude to their learning even when faced with challenging circumstances.

Safety, Equality and Respect
Students are prepared for examination at a suitable level allowing both stretch and support as
required. We endeavour to ensure each student gets the very best opportunities to progress within
maths at every level by frequent testing, adaptive teaching and bespoke homework.
Homework
Homework is set on a weekly basis using Hegarty Maths. This is primarily used as a revision (or
retention) tool setting tasks relating to previously taught topics rather than current ones to encourage
spaced recall of knowledge.

A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

Throughout history, the study of Mathematics stems from intrigue and curiosity, with peoples desire
to pose and solve problems relating to the real world or purely within mathematics itself. We aim for
our students to appreciate this and use Maths to explore and question the way the world works as
well as applying their reasoning to puzzles for their personal satisfaction.
Through group and paired work, investigation and exploration, we are encouraging students to think
critically about mathematics and value its purpose as a means of problem solving and communication.
No matter what set a student is in, challenge and progression of learning is imperative. We continually
share best practice within the department to develop our teaching and look beyond the school to
continually ensure what we are doing is providing the best possible opportunities for our students.

Future Prospects
Mathematics GCSE is an essential requirement for the vast majority of further education courses as
well as for future employment. Many of our students will further their mathematics education via A
level and the Business course at Highlands.
Wider Opportunities
We regularly take students to Island wide competitions and have taken year groups off timetable for
special challenges to increase their engagement and sense of fun with mathematical learning.

SCIENCE
Science is easily my favourite new subject. The lessons are so interesting and we get to learn and do
so many things I’ve never done before. I go to science club each week, which is great fun as we get to
see science in a whole different way.

Year 7 2017

Prior Learning
The knowledge gained during Key Stage 2 is consolidated and built upon further throughout Key
Stage 3. Links have been made with feeder primary schools which have allowed us to develop our
schemes of learning further e.g. particle theory of solid, liquids and gases is often taught well so we
spend less time teaching this at Key Stage 3, we consolidate the learning and move on quickly to
application. We have hosted practical sessions for year 6 students at Les Quennevais e.g. studying
light using ray boxes and heart dissections. There is a focus on developing the practical science skills
needed that are not taught at Key Stage 2 as well as developing graphing skills - both drawing and
interpretation - which are not developed thoroughly at Key Stage 2.
Literacy and Numeracy
Literacy is developed via a focus on SPaG marking; use of knowledge organisers; sentence starters
and keywords of lessons. The development of our schemes of learning includes pupils having to do
more extended writing tasks.
Maths is an integral part of science and we encourage pupils to use mathematical strategies when
analyzing results or planning experiments. Year 7 starts with a skills unit that teaches these aspects of
maths in science. They continue to be developed throughout Key Stage 3 and at Key Stage 4 we have
‘Maths Mondays’ where pupils study specific aspects of maths relating to science for example;
significant figures, graph skills, calculating means and noticing anomalous results, calculating
gradients.
Challenge for all
Schemes of learning include differentiated tasks to allow all pupils to access the curriculum including
Knowledge organisers for lower attaining pupils. Going green tasks are an integral part of the
schemes of learning and personalised by the teacher for their groups of students using the
department feedback sheet.
At Key Stage 4 our science lectures are given to Foundation and Higher pupils separately to allow the
pupils to be able to access the information at the level that is correct for them. We are able to stretch
the Higher pupils and also focus on particular skills needed at each tier.
Pupils are always encouraged to do well, They are allowed to redraft work and complete specific
‘Going Green’ or DIRT tasks to improve their work and deepen their understanding. Failure is not
punished but is seen as an opportunity to improve.

Pupils are encouraged to share their own scientific learning in class e.g. from books they have read
and TV programmes that they have watched.
Researching a topic is often a homework task where pupils can be directed to information but also
encouraged to delve deeper themselves.

Achievement for all
Our assessment and reporting practices have been reviewed to reflect a more coherent approach to
the principles of Assessment For Learning. All our assessments incorporate the changes to the Key
Stage 3 National Curriculum and GCSE specifications. The Assessment Calendars for Key Stage 3
allows a more coordinated approach. The mark schemes available help the teachers make accurate
judgements on students’ attainment grades and assessment results are recorded in a department
database.
Schemes of learning at Key Stage 3 are developed around the Doddle steps, which allows for better
RAG rating. Staff use the Doddle tests available as well assessments to populate Doddle grids and
going green tasks that are completed after assessments also focus on Doddle steps. The students can
clearly see the steps they need to take to improve their attainment grade and can understand the
language used on Doddle to report their progress.
At Key Stage 4, assessments are based around exam questions and both Foundation and Higher tests
are available. These assessments cover all aspects of the new GCSE curriculum. Key Stage 4 students
are aware of their current grade and their target grade. Results are analysed after every data drop and
interventions put in place to help all pupils who are underachieving.
Revision books are purchased for Jersey Premium pupils at both Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 so they
have access to material at home.
Interventions are put in place at both Key Stage 4 and Key Stage 3. Results are analysed after each
data drop and teachers are expected to put these interventions in place – their success is also
monitored by the second in charge of Science.
At Key Stage 4, analysis of results leads to the setting up of intervention groups who attend additional
sessions (3x 30minutes) on a weekly basis. These proved very effective at raising attainment at Key
Stage 4 last year.
A Positive Learning Environment
Staff pass on their enthusiasm for science via their teaching methods. High expectations for both
learning and behaviour are seen throughout the department. Pupils are encouraged to respect staff
and each other and this behaviour is modelled by science teachers. The school’s Behaviour for
Learning policy is followed in all classrooms.

Safety, Equality and Respect
Safety is an integral part of Science lessons and safety procedures are taught from the start of KS3 so
pupils very quickly become used to working in a safe environment following set procedures. They are
able to spot hazards and the risks of these and know how to control these risks.
Staff have high expectations of all students when working in the science labs. If necessary, practical
work is demonstrated and the safe practice of using specialist equipment is always explicitly taught.
There are highly structured routines in place to ensure practical lessons run smoothly and without
incident. All risk assessments are in place and the school behaviour policy is followed. Safety matters
are regularly discussed with the science laboratory technicians and new safety information quickly
conveyed to all members of staff when CLEAPSS advise of any changes.
We encourage pupils to debate and discuss both scientific developments and results of practicals in a
respectful manner. All pupils are allowed to give their point of view without having to be concerned
about negative comments from others. This results in an environment where views can be openly
shared, particularly at GCSE when some ethical and moral discussions are needed to develop the
higher level skills of evaluation.

Homework
Homework is included in our schemes of learning at Key Stage 3 and varies depending on the skills
being developed. Doddle mini-quizzes and revision are also set as homework and Doddle tests are
used at the start of units to assess prior understanding so teaching can be adapted appropriately. At
KS4, homework consists of weekly Maths tasks, examination questions, learning and also Tassomai
which helps students recall the essential knowledge required for success at GCSE level.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

Paired and team activities develop interpersonal skills and develops social interaction. Risk
assessments help develop students’ self-awareness and teaches them to be mindful of their
surroundings.
Schemes of learning cover looking after the environment, recycling etc., diet and health; ethics and
morals e.g. the use of embryos in scientific research; the future of genetics in terms of cloning as well
food production for all. The curriculum celebrates diversity in approaches to dealing with problems
and finding new solutions.
Our classes are named after scientists that include male, female, physically impaired and black
scientists to reflect how we value diversity.
Future Prospects
Several of our pupils go onto study Science A levels at Hautlieu or use the scientific knowledge and

skills they have developed in other courses e.g. animal management, sports science etc.
We have had speakers from higher education who deliver lectures to pupils which can stretch them
and give them an insight into studying science at a higher level.
Wider Opportunities
Science club is available to all Year 7 pupils. We have had visiting speakers to inspire our students
such as Professor Robert Winston. We try to get involved in any opportunities to extend the
experiences of our young scientists, such as planting seeds obtained from the International Space
Station. We are participating in the Royal Society ‘Young People’s Science Book of the Year’ Project.
We have astrophysicists giving lectures on GCSE content as well as lectures for Key Stage 3 such as
‘Do Aliens Exist?’. We engage in Science weeks such as the British Science Association Demo week,
which included a house competition for Key Stage 3. We have trips to Durrell to look at biodiversity in
Year 9.

ART
Easily the best work I’ve seen at this level

AQA
Senior
Moderator 2015

Prior Learning
At Key stage 2, students coming to us from our feeder primaries have a range of experiences for artfrom ‘Art Weeks’ to ‘Themed approaches’- linking art to periods of history or science for example. Art
is rarely taught discreetly and as a result, our programme of study for Key Stage 3 ensures that all
students have purposeful and in depth instruction on how to create work of accuracy and value using
a range of media. The Key Stage 3 programme of study enables our students to be ‘GCSE ready’, as
well as provide a variety of opportunities for self-expression, creative thinking and extended writing.
We analyse a wide range of contemporary and historical artists, designers and craftspeople to support
the artistic knowledge and skills of our students.
Literacy and Numeracy
Each year, students engage in detailed written analysis of artists’ work. We provide bespoke resources
to ensure all our students are able to express their opinions and understanding of artists and artwork.
Numeracy opportunities are limited, but we do discuss mathematical language with students such as
scale, proportion and symmetry.
Challenge for all
We insist on a ‘lift the lid’ approach to teaching and our expectations of students. Many of our
students produce work well beyond their expected capacity in all years. This is done by ensuring we
have extremely high expectations of all students, providing them with the resources, materials and
time to create work of genuine excellence. We endeavour to ensure any homework tasks can be
completed by students with the most limited of resources and ensure our art rooms are open to all
students after school and at lunch for students to receive extra support where needed. We use stages
of exemplar work and scaffold tasks where appropriate.
We carefully model and provide explicit instructions where needed for all groups of students to access
the expected standard of work.
Achievement for all
We ensure we monitor and know about all groups of students and make sure they make as much
progress as other students through regular high quality feedback, sharing resources and ensuring all
students get the support where needed. Contact is made with parents regularly to discuss excellent
progress and where there may be areas of concern to see where we can support further. We ensure
our JP students are able to work after school when needed and provide materials to ensure
homework can be completed.

A Positive Learning Environment
Our curriculum is underpinned by an expectation of excellence for all. Excellence does not happen
overnight and students are expected to learn from their mistakes. Students are expected to be selfcritical and see mistakes when they happen. This comes through sharing work of excellence, providing
checklists, guidance and explicit modeling. We use a wide range of artists for students to develop
their approaches to art and continually search for better ways of teaching content, exploring ideas
and developing skills.
Art is hung around the entire ground floor of the school and is continually commented on by visitors
and parents alike for the extraordinary quality of work we enable our students to create.
Safety, Equality and Respect
Any materials which attach safety concerns- scissors and oil paints for example are carefully stored
away when not in use. We follow the behaviour policy of the school and have very high standards of
behaviour in all classes. Students are made aware of any safety expectations with specific equipment.
Through critique and displays, we ensure all work is valued for the progress made, not always just
valuing those students with talent. We have an unwavering commitment for all our students to value
their work and those of their peers. Through class discussion, peer assessment and seeing progress
from week to week, students are always deeply respectful of students’ progress and as teachers we
ensure we praise hard work, commitment, concentration and progress rather than natural ability.
Homework
Homework is not set very regularly at Key stage 3, but will often be set over longer periods of time- In
year 7 for example, students have to create a timeline about Van Gogh which is set over several
weeks. At GCSE, students are regularly set bespoke homework to ensure their individual projects are
continually developed. The art rooms are available after school for all students to work on their
classwork or homework. We ensure our JP students have the same opportunities to complete work as
other students.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

Art is perhaps the highest form of self-expression. It enables our students to connect with their
thoughts, reflections and feelings in ways other subjects would find a challenge.
In Art the work of students becomes a spiritual encounter as it develops from the initial learning of
skills to the creation of a unique and valuable, expressive response. Students are introduced to the
work of great artists and experience wonder and awe at the achievements of these great works of art.
Students also experience great admiration and respect for their peers’ work when they see the level of
achievement and progress.
The display of work around the school reminds all students of the capacities we have as young people

and the sense of worth which is formed through creating artwork cannot be underestimated.
Future Prospects
Many of our students go on to take the Level 2 and 3 Art course at Highlands, with many students
then going on to degree level arts subjects. The vast majority of students who have done GCSE Art
with us go on to take it for A level at Key Stage 5. Our students are regarded incredibly highly by the
islands Key stage 5 provision. We are consistently told how capable and focused our students are.
Wider Opportunities
Students from Key stage 3 and 4 do get opportunities to work with local artists, visit exhibitions and
respond to our local environment. We are keen to work with other subject areas to provide bespoke
opportunities for creative responses using the art room facilities.

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
The lessons are fun and interactive. I am definitely taking it for GCSE as I have
been really inspired by the things we’ve made and learned this term.

Year 9 Student 2017

Prior Learning
All projects build on knowledge from Key Stage 2 and use a wider, more sophisticated range of
materials, including smart and modern materials. Students will build on their knowledge of structures
and will develop their drawing and rendering skills. Students have little experience of electronics from
our primary feeders, but will develop knowledge of a ‘system’ and look at specific inputs, outputs and
processes for electronic and mechanical products.
Literacy and Numeracy
We ensure all instructions and guides are made into easily understandable visual aids with step-bystep photographs alongside text for dual-coding. We ensure Knowledge Oragnisers are written and
used for key topics. Students regularly write and summarise information. We use knowledge Pyramids
for reading for information and all student booklets have key terminology explained, which we
regularly test students on with directed questioning. All our presentations (PowerPoints) highlight key
words and explain etymology.
Challenge for all
Projects are designed for all students to achieve the standard expected. Learning materials are
scaffolded to assist groups of learners. All projects have extension work for the most able as well as
‘Going Green’ tasks to help students achieve higher. The department are now designing TIF tasks
(take it further) that students can do outside of lessons to continue their learning by deepening and
broadening skills and knowledge outside of the classroom. Homework tasks have tiered extension
tasks linked to house points.
Achievement for all
Our curriculum encourages all students to be life-long learners; instilling a love of the subject and to
achieve success through the continuous development of knowledge, skills and understanding. We
ensure lessons are structured to ensure a high standard is achievable by all.
A Positive Learning Environment
Students have a shared input into lessons through discussions and questioning. Regular formal and
informal feedback allows students to see a route to success. All curriculum projects are displayed and
students understand their next steps and progression from past projects in previous years to their
future learning opportunities.

The workshops and classrooms provide students with ample opportunity to explore ideas, test out
their knowledge and be immersed in the value of design.
Many projects have real life links and these are referenced within lessons. Students are exposed to
excellent and not so excellent work (WAGOLS and WABOLS) to unpick and analyse excellence in
practical work. The sharing of work of excellence inspires students and we ensure students can follow
flow charts to troubleshoot if practical work is unsuccessful so they can correct mistakes.
Safety, Equality and Respect
All practical work involves health and safety briefings, a workshop license which is signed by teachers
and students after each briefing on equipment. We have help sheets for each tool and piece of
equipment with safety protocols attached.
Poor behaviour is not tolerated and our projects are designed to be as engaging and inspiring as
possible. Our vision is to learn through doing and students can demonstrate skills to each other to
firmly embed learning. Safety is paramount. Be it digital or real world and is an intrinsic part of each
lesson. This is always reviewed for individual and group requirements to ensure all can work and learn
in a positive and safe environment.
Homework
In addition to set homework, students can take printed worksheets and instructions or access online
which enable students to build projects related to lessons which will enhance their learning
experience. GCSE students have regular homework to ensure that key knowledge is learnt and
retained.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

SMSC is built into projects with specific reference to these aspects when designing and making.
Paired and team activities develop interpersonal skills and peer assessment develops social
interaction. Risk assessments develop students self-awareness and teaches them to be mindful of
their surroundings.
Projects celebrate British designers and the purpose of design within society for social and
environmental change. Recycling, sustainability and carbon neutral methods of working are always an
important consideration for designers and is a key message of our curriculum. The curriculum
celebrates diversity in approaches to dealing with problems and finding new solutions.
We have linked on of our GCSE projects with Jersey Tourism and are looking to run evening classes
with families in the future to expand our community engagement.

Future Prospects
The curriculum provides students with highly relevant knowledge and skills for the workplace as well
as a wide range of academic courses such as engineering, design and architecture. All our projects
reflect professional practice and frequently refer to commercial techniques.
Wider Opportunities
Design Technology club is an opportunity to engage in further activities to enrich their experience.
We intend to build links with our local community and work with companies on the island to broaden
our students understanding of the commercial aspect of Design Technology.

FOOD
I absolutely LOVE my food lessons. We have made some delicious food this term and I have
developed my skills and knowledge considerably. The food club is SO much fun and I always
can’t wait to find out what we’re making next.

Year 7 Student 2017

Prior Learning
The majority of our Primary feeder schools teach any basic cooking skills. Students enter the school
with very ldifferent levels of knowledge and practical skills. Year 7 have a baseline test which
encompasses theory and practical tasks. This is used to assist finding the starting point to measure
progress against. Each scheme of learning has a front sheet which asks students ‘What do you already
know?’ and ‘What do you want to find out?’ Schemes of Learning become increasingly demanding in
both theory and practical skills.
Literacy and Numeracy
Many activities have a literacy and numeracy focus. For example, weighing and measuring in Year 7
and costing and presenting data in Year 8. The department has worked closely with Fran Brooks our
literacy coordinator to develop opportunities for extended written work.
Challenge for all
In practical tasks, students are always encouraged to be creative and think ‘out of the box’. Within
theory work, there is a lot of new input at Key Stage 3 to ensure students scientific and technical
knowledge is proficient for those considering taking food for GCSE. For disadvantaged students (JP,
social and emotional, carers), food resources can be bought for students so they never miss out on
any practical experiences. Technician support is extremely valuable and enables us to provide the
necessary support.
The key stage 3 curriculum builds both practical and theoretical knowledge and skills for all students.
Strong subject knowledge is key for ensuring all students are able to make expected progress or
better and as a team with non-specialists working within the department, ensuring the support is there
to help all classes make good progress is essential. The bespoke booklets created for each unit of
work always include key terminology and this knowledge is assessed regularly both formally and
informally through targeted questioning.
Achievement for all
We ensure we monitor and know about all groups of students and make sure they make as much
progress as other students through high quality feedback, sharing resources and ensuring all students
get the support where needed. Contact is made with parents regularly to discuss excellent progress
and where there may be areas of concern to see where we can support further.
Catch up classes are run during holidays and after school where students need more support. There is
always help available and many one-to-one sessions are provided for students who require greater

support. Help sheets and scaffolded tasks enable all students to access the curriculum.
A Positive Learning Environment
DIRT tasks are incorporated into schemes of learning to encourage personal reflection. Verbal
evaluations are always conducted at the end of practical work and assessment sheets to promote a
clear standard for all are being trialled to help students consider ‘How can I excel?’
Each unit is evaluated at the end of term by the department. Practical assessments are reviewed
regularly and surveys conducted by the school (Parents in 2014) have led to changes to the
curriculum. There are very clear expectations for excellent work and behaviour within the department.
Our own wall of excellence is regularly updated and exemplar work is always shared to inspire and
motivate our students. We regularly recognise the excellent work and/or effort of our students with
letters home and the use of house points.
Safety, Equality and Respect
Food, hygiene, health and safety are vital elements of the food curriculum. Staff have high
expectations of all students when working in the food rooms. If necessary, practical work is
demonstrated and the safe practice of using specialist equipment is always explicitly taught.
There are highly structured routines in place to ensure practical lessons run smoothly and without
incident. All risk assessments are in place and the school behaviour policy is followed. Safety matters
are regularly discussed at meetings to ensure every practical lesson follows the expected routines for
a safe food environment.
Homework
Students are encouraged to cook at home and involve the family. The nature of the subject requires
support from home. We are mindful to assist if a students background makes this difficult. Students
are asked to weigh out at home, but support is provided by the technician during form time for those
students that are unable to do this. Homework is set and sometimes involves family tasting and wider
reading to deepen and broaden subject knowledge.

A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

The food curriculum constantly refers to and encourages health and wellbeing. Nutritional information
is often discussed and explored in lessons. Key issues such as childhood obesity, food rules,
sustainability, ethics around food production, food waste and fair trade are all addressed within the
food curriculum. We regularly discuss the role food plays in physical and mental health. All students
are encouraged to take part and we involve a wide range of students from all backgrounds to take
part in competitions such as the ‘Skills for Life’ and the Rotary Chef competition.

Future Prospects
All Key Stage 3 students have the necessary practical skills to prepare, cook and serve healthy and
nutritious meals according to financial means. The department has excellent links with Highlands
College for level 1-3 courses and the Waitrose Apprentice Scheme. We always welcome Island Wide
competitions with many of our students entering and competing with students from a wide range of
schools. We have visiting chefs speaking about careers within the industry, such as the Royal Navy
Chefs which inspire the students to consider careers within the industry.
Wider Opportunities
A food club is run on Mondays to excite and challenge our youngest
with the Royal Navy Chefs provides good role models- especially for
Island ‘Skills for Life’ competition on an annual basis. Year 10 GCSE
Highlands in the Summer term. We host the Rotary chef competition
taking part. We have links with Dolan Hotels and La Moye Golf Club.

chefs in the making. Our links
boys. We participate with the
students attend workshops at
annually with several students

HISTORY
History has taught me that I can write my own story. There are so many fascinating
stories of how we have overcome power, hatred, oppression and challenges to our
existence such as the rise of Hitler, the Suffragettes and the slave trade.

Year 11 Student 2017

Prior Learning
At Key stage 2, students coming to us from our feeder primaries have a limited base of historical skills
and knowledge, as the subject is increasingly taught as a vehicle within English language and literacy.
As a result, our programme of study for Key Stage 3 ensures that all students develop a sense of
chronological understanding in terms of the Classical, Medieval, Early Modern and Modern historical
eras, and the key events, people, movements and themes within this. The Key Stage 3 programme of
study enables our students to be ‘GCSE ready’, practicing and refining Key Stage 4 skills, as well as
providing a content-rich approach to the subject which creates and strengthens a passion or the
subject. We cover a broad range of substantive concepts (Church / Revolution / Reformation etc.) that
considerably aid in the construction of students’ knowledge capital.
Literacy and Numeracy
Literacy is essential to success in History. We use the school literacy code to assess student work,
writing frames, exemplar material that can be deconstructed, knowledge organisers, Key Word slides,
a variety of source material that needs to be interpreted and evaluated, ‘Going Green’ tasks for
rewriting pieces of work, and many other methods ensure that the quality of literacy is a continual
focus for both teachers and students.
Numeracy is not as frequently developed, but we do ensure to use a range of number-based sources
that need to be interpreted and evaluated to understand historical questions. Chronological
understanding also requires basic numeracy, particularly in the transition from BC to AD.
Challenge for all
We insist on a ‘lift the lid’ approach to teaching and our expectations of students. By default, we
teach with a high bar of expectations and aspiration, aiming to support all students in reaching this
level. Some of the differentiation strategies are mentioned above.
Many of our students have begun to produce work well beyond their expected capacity in all years.
For example, Year 7 students now write their interpretations of Caesar, a subject that still challenges
academic historians today. This is done by ensuring we have extremely high expectations of all
students, providing them with the resources, materials and time to create work of genuine excellence.
We ensure our History rooms are open to all students after school and at lunch for students to receive
extra support where needed. We use stages of exemplar work and scaffold tasks where appropriate.
We carefully model and provide explicit instructions where needed for all groups of students to
access the expected standard of work.

Achievement for all
We ensure we monitor and know about all groups of students and aim for them to make as much
progress as other students through high quality feedback, sharing resources and ensuring all students
get the support where needed. Contact is made with parents regularly to discuss excellent progress
and where there may be areas of concern to see where we can support further. At Key Stage 4, we
use our knowledge of the students and assessment data to create and run bespoke intervention
programs.
A Positive Learning Environment
Our curriculum is underpinned by an expectation of excellence for all.
Our expectations are extremely high, but we do not see failure as terminal – it is a learning
opportunity for future success. Students do lots of timed written responses of varying lengths,
meaning they are comfortable being assessed, and see this process as a way of improving, not of
being exposed. In this way we aim to create resilient high-achievers, not anxious perfectionists.
Students are made aware of assessment criteria throughout Key Stage 3 and 4, and learn to self and
peer assess. Exemplar material, sometimes excellent, sometimes flawed, is used to hone the students’
appreciation of what a good end product should look like. Scaffolding and explicit instruction /
modelling is used in early stages to clarify and build confidence.
Safety, Equality and Respect
Our study of the past also serves to highlight both positive and negative elements of humanity, from
which our students derive key lessons. We study atrocities like the Slave Trade, and examples of
courage and resilience such as resistance of ordinary Britons during the Blitz.
Our focus on local history ensures that students have a sense of personal identity, and know and
respect those around them, and their island heritage.
Homework
Homework is set regularly at Key Stage 3, and varies between frequent, shorter tasks that consolidate
knowledge and skills, and larger, longer-term projects, dependent on the unit being studied.
At GCSE, students are regularly set homework to consolidate and extend their classroom learning.
Homework varies between acquiring and consolidating key knowledge, and utilising that knowledge
in exam style questions.
We ensure our JP students have the same opportunities to complete work as other students.

A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

History underpins our identity as individuals, societies, and as a species. The dichotomy between the
growth of civilization and permanence of primal human instinct is clear throughout our study of the
past.
Students are able to contextualize their own position in this human narrative, and also develop the
ability to empathise with our predecessors by appreciating the different historical contexts of the
past. Every human dilemma in the contemporary world has an antecedent in our curriculum, and
frequently sheds light on these dilemmas.
We do not flinch in covering the very worst of human actions, and engagement with these topics
allows students to evaluate their thoughts, actions and future path in this context.
Our Key Stage 4 study of medicine through time particularly highlights the importance and means of
good physical health.

Future Prospects
Students are taught a broad, content rich curriculum that focuses on substantive concepts and second
order concepts. We also focus on how that knowledge can be utilised, focusing on deconstructing
question types, and supporting well structured, strongly literate written responses. This will all bear
them in good stead.
Wider Opportunities
Students from Key Stage 3 have inbuilt opportunities within the curriculum to study local history, such
as Jersey’s role in the Norman Conquest, local castles, the Jersey witch-craze and our involvement in
both World Wars. The Key Stage 4 curriculum does not give the opportunity to study local history
explicitly, but we do have extra-curricular opportunities to consolidate and extend learning, or simply
enrich their love of the subject.

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
‘There is so much to learn to become truly excellent in languages, but the support I
have received in my French lessons and the quality of teaching has enabled me to
flourish!’
Prior Learning

Year 11 Student 2017

Topics covered at Key Stage 2 are incorporated in Year 7 scheme of learning and re-visited as
scheduled but with greater emphasis on reading and writing for accuracy as those skills are under
developed in our feeder primary schools. Students are also taught how to incorporate the key
vocabulary they learned into well-structured sentences.
At Key Stage 3, our schemes of learning offer coherent progression over the 3 years in terms of
grammar, literacy and skills development.
Literacy and Numeracy
The main purpose of teaching French is to develop literacy in a subject other than English. This
involves developing a range of approaches for teaching at word, sentence and text level, and an
understanding of language and how it works.
Our Key Stage 3 schemes of learning are detailed and include references to literacy and numeracy.
The department handbook offers practical strategies for developing literacy and numeracy skills. The
use of the literacy symbols for marking has proven successful in helping students reflect on and
correct their own mistakes.
Challenge for all
The scheme of work aims to satisfy the needs of all abilities i.e. to be sufficiently demanding to test
the most able students to the full and encourage those of average abilities and below to new levels of
achievement.
Schemes of learning are reviewed every year and adapted to include successful practice and ideas.
Discussions on how to cater for talented and able students take place in department meetings.
All teachers set targets with students at the end of each term in all four skills. Teachers use the Key
Stage 3 Record of Progress form designed for students to reflect on where they currently are and to
set SMART targets for the next term.
Achievement for all
Our assessment and reporting practices have been reviewed to reflect a more coherent approach to
the principles of Assessment For Learning.
All our assessments incorporate the changes to the Key Stage 3 National Curriculum and GCSE
specifications.

The Assessment Calendars for Key Stage 3 allows a more coordinated and inclusive approach and
greater focus on specific skills.
The marks schemes available help the teachers make accurate judgements on students ‘attainment
grades. They include RAG information which is recorded in the teachers’ mark books and Doddle.
The progression map brings consistency in monitoring students’ progress across the key stages.
The robust system of target setting previously in place was replaced in 2017 as a result of the new
grading system and the introduction of Doddle as a tool for tracking progress and informing
teaching. A new progress report was introduced for a meaningful dialogue between teacher, student
and parents. The students can clearly see the steps they need to take to improve their attainment
grade and can understand the language used on Doddle to report their progress. The students are
aware of their current grade and their targeted grade for the End of the Year and the end of the Key
Stage. They are able to reflect on their performance in each language skill, their level of effort and set
some realistic targets for the future. The Grade descriptors in each language skill are displayed in all
classrooms for students to see and refer to.
Every term, teachers conduct a thorough analysis of progress in the groups they teach.
Students struggling with understanding of key concepts or homework completion can attend the
French club on Thursdays.
All students have access to the online materials linked to the textbooks. They can learn and practice
new vocabulary structures through a variety of interactive tasks.
A Positive Learning Environment
Our students develop a sense of pride, independence and a love for languages which are
demonstrated not only in their enthusiastic, happy and confident involvement in the varied learning
activities they engage in but also in the high results they achieve in external examinations.
The Head of Department works in collaboration with a team of dedicated and innovative teachers to
drive up standards. Together, they set high standards and achievable targets for all aspects of
teaching and learning.
Learning walks and lesson observations show that the majority of students enjoy their learning
experience. We ensure our corridor and classrooms reflect the ambition and enthusiasm we have for
teaching our subject. We have work of excellence on display and have a regularly updated display of
students awarded for excellence and determination, reflecting our whole school awards.
Two new teachers have joined the team in September 2017, bringing with them commitment towards
our aim of raising achievement, a passion for language learning and dedication to enhance students’
experience in the classroom.
Safety, Equality and Respect
We ensure the department follows all safety responsibilities to ensure our students learn in a calm and
orderly manner. We fully support the whole school policy on Equal Opportunities and feel that
languages in particular can play an important role in providing all students; regardless of race,

ethnicity or previous educational attainment, with an opportunity to succeed in a new area of the
Curriculum. All students are given the opportunity to study a foreign language: in Years 7, 8 and 9. In
Years 10 and 11 students may continue to study the language learned in Key Stage 3 if they wish to.
In some cases, students who are EAL but native speakers of the languages being taught are often
gifted in that language and all teachers must take measures to ensure that work is adequately
prepared to tend to their needs. Where students have a home language which uses a different script
to English, it is important that all MFL teachers’ pay attention to the development of written work of
EAL students and draw similarities between the MFL being taught and English whenever possible. We
recognise the need to value and celebrate the work of students with EAL by allowing them to show
progress in the structures learnt in both English and MFL. Many exercises of translation and
interpreting in MFL lessons are therefore useful in supporting EAL students with their command of the
English language.
Homework
Homework tasks can take the form of drawing and labelling, reading, writing, listening or speaking.
These include comprehension exercises, letters, postcards, grammar exploitation, substitution
exercises, learning by heart, preparation for oral work and tests, background studies and research in
books and on the internet and interactive exercises on Active Learn. Vocabulary learning will be
tested in class.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community
SMSC
Learning another language opens minds to different cultures and provides students with an
opportunity to express themselves beyond their native tongue. Our exchange days with our link
school in France enables students to learn and cooperate with one another, learning about each
other’s experiences and interests.
Future Prospects
Students can go on to KS5 provision to study languages at A level and through the IB course at
Hautlieu. There are also good links with Caen University where students can now study degrees at a
fraction of the price of going to the UK. Having a language qualification opens doors to a huge range
of careers and is often an essential requirement for jobs on the island.
Wider Opportunities
Each year our students are entered for the school at the annual Eisteddfod competition.
We have secured several links within the local community: We helped in the celebration of the 20th
Anniversary of the St Brelade- Granville twinning by taking part in the planning of a competition and
hosting the winners at Les Quennevais School. The chairman of the Jersey Petanque Club delivers an
assembly to our students on European Day of Languages and opens the petanque clubs for an
initiation to the game.
We have strong links with College Jean Paul II and Colllege Louis Beure near Granville and have
hosted the school here for several years. We have KS3 clubs in French and Spanish.

COMPUTING
My teacher is very knowledgeable. I understand loads more about how computers
work as well as how to code and present my learning digitally. I am much more
aware of my digital footprint and how to stay safe online.
Prior Learning

Year 8 Student 2017

During Key Stage 2, Coding is the main focus of the computing curriculum, but at Key Stage 3 we aim
to deliver a more balanced curriculum covering the three areas stated in the Jersey Curriculum:
Digital Literacy, e-Safety, Computing. Specifically, building on Key Stage 2 experiences our
curriculum delivers coding languages such as LOGO and PYTHON, delivering the required text based
coding languages, as well as web rendering text based languages HTML and CSS. The latter two are
a requirement in our Key Stage 4 curriculum, whereas languages like Python and its structure assist
pupils in learning GML in order to make a game as part of their final Key Stage 4 certification.
Literacy and Numeracy
Using the Schools marking for literacy codes, any standard writing tasks are marked using Google
Classroom across Key Stage 3. We include knowledge organisers for each scheme of learning.
Numeracy is taught via spreadsheet scheme of learning in Y7, 8, and 9, as well as binary mathematics
and numeracy required when performing programming challenges in LOGO, Python and CSS.
Challenge for all
The department has developed and created an intranet called Computing Zone. This system provides
all students across Les Quennevais with in house access to lessons, materials and exemplars. The
design of this intranet has been completed whilst taking specific learning needs into consideration i.e.
fonts are sans serif (easier to read) and line spacing is a minimum of 1.5 pt apart. These settings are
stated as a requirement in assisting students with learning needs such as dyslexia, helping students to
gain access to written materials. Also, with the ability to zoom text in and out of the browsing
programs used to view the materials, all of our students are able to help themselves in accessing
lessons, enabling them to work at their own pace.
Achievement for all
At Key Stage 3, learning is frequently tested through self-marking quizzes allowing students to
instantly see where the gaps in learning are and enables the teacher to support groups of learners
where needed.
The head of department’s door is always open, offering lunchtime catch-up for Key Stage 3 on
Fridays, or afterschool sessions. All Key Stage 4 CiDA Students have the opportunity to attend a CiDA
surgery on Wednesdays from 3-4pm to get extra assistance on work related issues. CiDA catchup
classes are also offered during the Easter break. Key Stage 3 pupils also have the opportunity to go
to “The Tomorrow People” after school, where students have the opportunity to work on
collaborative technology projects, or get some extra one on one time with a computing teacher.
The Computing Dept. seeks and expects excellence for all. Each teacher has high expectations of

every pupil, but pupils are reminded that when mistakes may occur, learning takes place. Peer
assessment is included where appropriate, as are modelling, exemplars and reviews of success
criteria.
A Positive Learning Environment
Our ICT rooms are well organised and allow students to work in a positive and focused environment.
Our intranet allows students to access learning from any computer within the school and is planned
for all students to make progression, no matter their starting point. Where work is deemed of
excellence, these examples are passed on so they can be mounted on the Wall of Excellence. House
points are awarded for excellent work, and wall displays are used to remind students what excellent
work looks like.
Safety, Equality and Respect
The computing department adhere and abide by electrical checks carried out by our annual PAT
testing electrician – making sure all equipment used in the computing rooms are safe for pupils to
utilise. Our curriculum not only provides students with the opportunity to collaborate in pairs or small
groups, ensuring equal opportunities and learning respect, but our dept. also creates opportunities
for pupils to work within a pupil hierarchy, learning much needed work experience skills. Our
curriculum regularly teaches students about e-safety and how to act appropriately with sharing
information in the internet. We regularly invite outside speakers to remind our students of the
dangers of sharing personal information on-line.
The department fulfills the Behaviour for Learning policy which in in place at Les Quennevais, lesson
routines are followed and class rules are made up in conjunction with the students. Where possible,
computer hardware cables are tidy. Specific rules for drinking water are in place.
Homework
Homework is not set due to there being no guarantee that all pupils have the relevant or any
technology at home. Students are always encouraged to use the ICT rooms when possible at Key
Stage 4 to ensure all work is up to date. The intranet site allows students at Key Stage 3 to catch up
on work missed whilst in school.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

The Computing dept. covers many areas of the PSHE curriculum – e-safety, Cyberbullying
(understanding empathy, displaying empathy for others,) Copyright (its effects on intellectual property
rights, responsibilities and civil law). Recognising Scams & Schemes, releasing that EVERYONE is
vulnerable to falling fowl to these dangers.

Future Prospects
Many of our Key Stage 4 pupils go on to take Computing courses at Highlands and Hautlieu. We also
offer an industry standard Europe wide recognised qualification – ECDL. Having this qualification lets
future employers or Higher Eductaion institutions know that the candidate has knowledge of using
the Microsoft office suite.
Wider Opportunities
The computing department has entered teams into the Digital Jersey 24 hour Hackathon for the last 3
years running. Last year saw the launch of an all-girls code breaking competition – Cyber First. Les
Quennevais was one of only two States schools to enter teams in for this national competition. ECDL
is offered in four day boot camp learning sessions from 9-5pm on weekdays at the end of the year.

DRAMA
Drama has lifted me from a shy, under-confident little boy to someone who can
command an audience and speak in-front of hundreds of people. It’s changed my
perception of who I am and what I want to become.
Prior Learning

Year 11 Student 2016

Most students do not have drama lessons in a formal way at Primary, so we start from a baseline
assessment done early in the Autumn term, which we record it on Doddle. The Drama curriculum is
built around key skills and our units give opportunities to learn and practice these skills repeatedly,
and build in greater complexity and challenge. The curriculum also creates opportunities to build and
develop the softer skills such as group work, leadership, creativity and confidence.
Literacy and Numeracy
Our lessons are based around PowerPoints, and focus on oracy. We provide ‘Sentence bubbles’ to
support oral feedback in classes, and students develop their oracy through rehearsal and
performance. We use texts in class as well, and ask students to write and learn monologues in Year 9.
We also set ‘Excellence Projects’ in Year 7 and 8 which demand literacy in terms of research, scripting
and monologues.
Challenge for all
Drama challenges students to think, act and learn in ways which are unique to the subject. Students
have the opportunity to celebrate the richness and depth of human expression in all of its forms.
Through creative expression students learn to comprehend our world better and are therefore better
equipped to navigate the challenges they might be faced with in the future.
We have ‘Projects of Excellence’ such as our Anansi project where students can research and explore
particular scripts and historical events which help shape elements of our curriculum.
Achievement for all
Teachers are expected to adapt their lessons to cater for the needs of different classes, but most of
our work is done in groups, which will support the lower attaining students, but also stretch the higher
attainers. Teachers should be aware of the JP students in their classes and ensure they get the most
from their Drama lessons, particularly in terms of their individual needs. We arrange trips whenever
possible, and ensure that JP students are able to come if they wish to.
We are using Doddle to assess progress in Key Stage 3 and this is the first year we are doing this over
the course of the full academic year. We are excited about the opportunities it will bring to track
progress more effectively than CATS for our subject, and we will be able to look at particular groups,
such as higher attainers, JP and boys as we aim to concentrate on closing the gender gap in
attainment in Drama.

A Positive Learning Environment
Our two main rooms for Drama are multi-purpose, so we have little scope to make them more ‘drama
orientated’. However, the displays and word walls in the studio support learning. We often start
lessons with games to enable our students to focus their creative thinking and develop their social
skills. We always expect a respectful audience for all student performances and have built positive
critique protocols to enable all students to feel valued and get feedback which will enable them to
make further progress. All tasks follow teacher feedback from the previous lesson outcomes with
‘going green’ feedback and praise for individual students.
Safety, Equality and Respect
Drama deals in many ways with Jersey values of democracy and fairness, equality and respect through
the way in which we conduct our lessons and the expectations we hold of the students and their
treatment of each other. We also look at these issues through our units of work, in ‘Last Wish’, and
‘Anansi’ in Year 7, ‘Titanic’ and ‘Remembrance’ in Year 8, and ‘Hunger Games’ in Year 9.
Homework
Homework is occasionally set through our ‘Excellence’ projects. We provide extensive support,
criteria and exemplar work to ensure all students understand the expected standard.
Homework is regularly set at GCSE level to help students prepare for the rigour of the exam.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

Drama ensures that every lesson students are using imagination and creativity to create
practical work and through both verbal and written evaluations they are able to reflect on the
work and their experiences. Drama allows a sense of awe and fascination as the students
create imaginative work and respond to a variety of stimuli that helps them to see themselves
and the world around them in a new way.
Future Prospects
Many students go on to follow Perfoming Arts at Hautlieu and the new courses at Highlands College.
Wider Opportunities
We run our House Drama event every summer which has got bigger each year, with over 60 students
involved from lower school and enabling some of our older students to help with direction. Every
Spring term, we take over a packed out Opera House for several days putting on a production with a
cast of over 100 students, staff and helpers. This event gives our students an opportunity to take to
the stage in a professional setting and is an unforgettable experience for all involved.
We regularly take students to theatre trips to widen their understanding of the medium.

P.S.H.E
In PSHE I get to see my form in a different light. We are all equal, we all have
something to say and we all feel happy to share our thoughts and feelings.

Year 10 Student 2017

Prior Learning
The planning of the PSHE department is based on a cyclical approach to certain topics, such as drugs,
sex and relationships and child sexual exploitation. This builds in an evolving approach to the
understanding of difficult and controversial issues, and allows the content to be tailored and ageappropriate. The reiteration of important messages is also taken into consideration through a cyclical
approach and follows and builds upon lessons in primary. The softer skills of listening, group work,
compromise and diplomacy are also developed by each unit of work.
Literacy and Numeracy
The curriculum is currently being updated and initially the content is being created on powerpoints.
This allows for consistency and also encourages discussion, both whole-class and small group. Our
focus is on developing oracy through discussion and interactive tasks. We do some numeracy-based
tasks in units such as ‘When I’m 25’.
Challenge for all
Students are expected to participate in challenging and important subject matter in an inclusive and
mature manner. Students often have to work in groups, dealing with complex issues which need a
sensitive and empathetic approach by students and teachers.
Achievement for all
Teachers are expected to adapt their lessons to cater for the needs of different classes, but most of
our work is done in groups, which will support the LATS, but also stretch the HATS. Teachers should
be aware of the JP students in their classes and ensure they get the most from their PSHE lessons,
particularly in terms of their individual needs. Different approaches to learning are developed in
different units of work, such as practical work in the first aid unit as well as group tasks and
presentations in other units. All units of work involve social skills and challenge our students to
actively engage in discussion and listening.
A Positive Learning Environment
There are no dedicated PSHE classrooms. Resources are mainly digital though all students have their
own folder and exercise book to keep their work in.

Safety, Equality and Respect
PSHE deals constantly with these messages and values, at times explicitly. We ensure that these
messages are at the forefront of what we and communicated clearly, from our learning objectives and
plenaries through to the way in which we conduct our lessons and the expectations we hold of the
students and their treatment of each other.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

PSHE is taught in form groups throughout the entire school career. It is made implicit that trust,
openness and respect are fundamental principles of working within PSHE. We fully believe that a
holistic, whole-school approach to PSHE and SMSC, embedded across the curriculum, will improve
pupils' wellbeing and create a more positive learning environment. It means developing and teaching
a PSHE curriculum in which they are constantly learning to identify values that are important to:
•
•
•
•

themselves – as individuals, who are capable of spiritual, moral, social, intellectual and physical
growth and development
their relationships – as fundamental to the development and fulfilment of happy and healthy lives
and to the good of the community
our society – which is shaped by the contributions of a diverse range of people, cultures and
heritages, and
our environment – as the basis of life and a source of wonder and inspiration that needs to be
protected

In bringing different values to the fore, children and young people begin the incremental process of
using them in their own decision-making. This engenders in the learners, both a growing sense of
achievement and a satisfying feeling of being true to themselves.

Future Prospects
The PSHE curriculum underpins positive decision making about future prospects. It enables our
students to take forward a range of beliefs and values which can enable our students to make
informed and confident choices about their own futures and that which will affect their relationships
with friends, families and loved ones.
Wider Opportunities
We work with a wide range of outside agencies such as ‘Prison Me No Way’, ‘Coppafeel’ and ‘Brook
Bitesize’ to enable our students to get the most current and relevant information possible to make
informed and sensible choices to a range of social and emotional issues our students may face now
and in the future.

GEOGRAPHY
The booklets in geography allow us to make the most of our learning. The lessons
are fast paced, enjoyable and well explained. The lessons make you think and hard
tasks are actually hard. The department knows what we are capable of and they
believe in us.
Prior Learning

Year 9 Student Voice
October 2017

The curriculum is carefully structured to enable students to grasp and embed key skills and
knowledge. The departments if fully aware of the Key Stage 2 curriculum and extends on this prior
knowledge. However, not all students come to LQS with the requirements of the Key Stage 2
geography curriculum and so the department covers a broad range of topics and skills that are
incorporated into Key Stage 2 to raise prior attainment as well as developing individuals for the rigour
of the Key Stage 3 and 4 curriculum.
Literacy and Numeracy
Our geography booklets have key words displayed throughout. A literacy policy has been established
for the department and the head of department monitors and reviews this regularly. Numeracy is
often addressed within the geography curriculum as students are handling and presenting data and
working with coordinates.
The geography department uses the school literacy code to assess student work, writing frames,
exemplar material that can be deconstructed, knowledge organisers, ‘Going Green’ tasks for rewriting
pieces of work, and many other methods. The department is also trailing a SYCOL spelling innovation
to help students memory of the ‘Dirty 30’ as long with subject specific vocabulary.
Challenge for all
The topics that Key Stage 3 cover are abbreviated versions of the Key Stage 4 curriculum. All students
in Key Stage 3 are learning and undertaking GCSE material to best prepare and challenge each
student for their examinations. Throughout the booklets there are ‘challenge’ tasks to push out HATs
and G&T students. However, these are open to all students and this extends student progress.
The geography departments offers extended learning during lunch on a Monday and Friday after
school to receive extra support where needed. Students have commented that the department
explains difficult concepts well and breaks them down and uses real life examples to help students at
all levels to understand and develop.
Achievement for all
The department knows what each individual student is capable of and shares their belief and
expectation of their capacity to excel in geography.
Our assessment and reporting practices have been reviewed to reflect a more coherent approach to
the principles of Assessment For Learning. All our assessments incorporate the changes to the Key

Stage 3 National Curriculum and GCSE specifications. The Assessment Calendars for Key Stage 3
allows a more coordinated and inclusive approach and greater focus on specific skills. The Marks
Schemes available help the teachers make accurate judgements on students ‘attainment grades. They
include RAG information which is recorded in the teachers’ mark books and Doddle. The students can
clearly see the steps they need to take to improve their attainment grade and can understand the
language used on Doddle to report their progress. Every term, teachers conduct a thorough analysis
of progress in the groups they teach. All students have access to the online materials linked to the
textbooks. They can learn and practice new vocabulary structures through a variety of interactive
tasks.
All lessons, resources and booklets can be found on line via Google Drive which all students joining
via Google Classroom.
A Positive Learning Environment
The curriculum design creates short, sharp periods of learning with a multitude of mini-assessments
throughout a unit of work to enable students to have an understanding of the continual progress they
are making. We have awards for star geographer and reward house points through our core values to
praise ambition, resilience and respect.
We use strategic questioning to engage a range of students and always use praise when students are
challenged to think beyond their basic understanding.
A positive learning environment has been underpinned by reminding students that it is in the
classroom where mistakes are made and learning takes place. Reminding students of this improves
engagement and allows them to feel safe to get an answer incorrect. This, along with the
departments’ passion and enthusiasm for the subject comes through and creates the positive learning
environment.
Safety, Equality and Respect
There is a clear work ethic within lessons due to the pace and brevity of activities. It helps promote
excellent standards of behaviour. The department fulfills the B4L policy which in in place at Les
Quennevais, lesson routines are followed.
With our focus on local geographical fieldwork taking place in year 7 &8 this ensures that students
have a sense of personal identity, and know and respect those around them, and their island heritage.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

The Geography curriculum ensures students have a deep understanding of the extraordinary planet
we inhabit and our impact on this world. We instill a respect for our planet and provide students with
some of the knowledge to protect and respect our planet for future generations.
Homework

All homework set is on Doddle which allows learning to be consolidated through a series of quizzes
and mini-tests. On line homework can also be used to activate prior learning and prepare students for
future learning.
Future Prospects
Displays within the department are used to show where geography can take you. Many students go
on to take A level Geography at Key Stage 5. Students are taught a broad, content rich curriculum,
that links to the Key Stage 5 curriculum. We also focus on how that knowledge can be utilised,
focusing on deconstructing question types, and supporting well structured, strongly literate written
responses
Wider Opportunities
Students from Key Stage 3 have inbuilt opportunities within the curriculum to study local geography,
and undertake geographical fieldwork. At Key Stage 4 GCSE students are offered a field trip to
Cumbria to consolidate and extend their learning and enrich their love of the subject.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
It’s really different to all your other subjects. It allows me to empathise with
different religions and cultures and express my opinions through writing and
discussion.
Prior Learning

Year 7 Student 2017

Before attending Les Quennevais, students have a varied experience of studying religion at Primary
School. Some students having studied primarily Christianity, some have studied Christianity alongside
two other religions (recommended in the Jersey Curriculum) and some only having studied religion
thematically within another subject such as Art or as whole school ‘events’.
Literacy and Numeracy
Religious Studies requires excellent literacy skills, both written and orally in order for students to
express their own, and others’, opinions and beliefs. As a Department we have created glossaries
and Knowledge Organisers for each unit studied, which we refer to throughout our teaching practice.
Wall displays in classrooms have a primarily Literacy focus for example; P.E.E.L extended writing aids,
sentence starters, debating language and word walls. Going Green tasks concentrate on extended
writing skills and summative assessments set out the same to help students with continuity and
development of examination skills.
Challenge for all
Religious Studies requires a lot of empathy and reasoning skills alongside the fundamental need for
good literacy skills. Assessments are now GCSE style questions; with a range skills tested through
multiple-choice questions, short answer and extended answer questions. We reinforce the GCSE
expectations and achievements throughout KS3 to raise aspirations and promote RS as an academic
subject. Going Green tasks aim to develop students for such written tasks with bespoke, individual
feedback aimed at a range of students needs. We use WAGOLL examples to show students what
good answers look like and why the receive the marks they do in order to emphasise the high
expectations and detail required.
Challenge questions are included for most tasks aimed to stretch the HATs but also the quick finishers
who have perhaps not thought deeply enough about the task, or written in much detail.
Achievement for all
We ensure that we know all of our students individual needs through monitoring and assessment
strategies, but also through reading and listening to students views and questions and giving
necessary feedback. Each individual has a right to an opinion on the religions and issues we study,
teachers unpick these views non-judgmentally and take care to ask for a range before moving on.
Our curriculum is underpinned by our schools vision of excellence and enjoyment for our students.
Excellence takes ambition and resilience in RS. It takes practice and it means listening to others views
and challenging your own.
Support is given to all students through differentiated assessments (with sentence starters included,

larger font and wider lines) and differentiated tasks and worksheets.
Students and parents are informed at the start of Key Stage 4 RS that after school support, catch up
support and revision sessions are all available and the dates and times of these.
A Positive Learning Environment
Good relationships are encouraged in Religious Studies between staff and students and between
peers. Mutual respect and reciprocity is vital for healthy debate within lessons.
Safety, Equality and Respect
School values and Jersey values are referred to constantly by teachers throughout the units of study.
Religious Studies necessitates values such as tolerance and empathy are exercised by all due to the
nature of the topics and issues that are covered. Some units purposefully challenge views, which may
value inequality, intolerance and hatred such as our Freedom unit exploring Human Rights or in our
units on Islam challenging Islamophobia. Religious values about the importance of community, love
and compassion are often cited.
All viewpoints are heard and intolerance is challenged. Students are encouraged to use debating
language when vocalising opinions.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community
SMSC
Our curriculum allows students to express opinions on a range of moral and ethical issues through an
emphasis of discussion and debate.
The Curriculum prepares whole school informative displays about recognised events and religious
festivals.
Future Prospects
Many students go into study Philosophy and Ethics Psychology or English at Key Stage 5 for A Levels.
Students develop important life skills such as empathy and understanding of a range of world views,
tolerance of such views and the ability to challenge their own and other opinions. Extended writing
skills such as evaluation and analysis is nurtured throughout the key stages which is readily transferred
to many other courses of further study.

Wider Opportunities
All students in Y7 visit St Brelades church.
The debate team in Y11 partake in the Rotary Peace Debate.
Key Stage 4 RS students attend Magistrates Court and Durrel for further understanding of Crime and
Punishment and Animal Rights.

MUSIC
The music rooms are amazing. There’s lot of different instruments to pick up and
play and the Apple room allows us to make our own music. I want to start a band!

Year 7 Student 2017

Prior Learning
The curriculum is scaffolded, building on the work completed in each year. Baseline testing has
consistently displayed very little prior knowledge from Key Stage 2 for the vast majority of students.
Listening skills and theory are progressively built up : Year 7 Elements 1, minimalism and listening
assessments 1&2 alongside baseline testing and theory assessments 1&2. Year 8 develops further but
revisits with Elements 2, world music and Dubstep projects, listening assessments 3 & 4 and theory
tests 4&5. Year 9 develops further and revisits with listening assessments 5&6, Theory assessments
5&6. Listening skills developed within Blues Music, film music and composing to a brief projects.
Performing skills are started in Year 7 with basic guitar, drum kit and general steel pan skills. These
are then built upon with instrument specific study within a band setting over Years 8 & 9. Students
specialise on a particular instrument but also develop general musicianship skills during this time.
Literacy and Numeracy
Course material is clearly communicated via the use of interactive iBooks and more recently resources
created on the google suite of office tools. Literacy in reinforced via the acquisition of key vocabulary.
Challenge for all
The level of challenge throughout the curriculum is largely open ended. Projects are designed to
have differing entry points and can be expanded to suit very high ability students. For example
performing projects can utilise material for simple bass lines to complex guitar solo patterns. This is
replicated across all the available instruments. Equally composing lends itself to differentiation in
ambition and outcome. Listening skills and music theory are designed around the new GCSE
specification requirements but have a low starting point. Higher attainers in music have the
opportunity to develop skills using higher-grade material. Jersey Premium students are assisted at
Key Stage 4 with external instrumental and vocal lessons.
Achievement for all
We regularly test our students on musical knowledge and ensure all students have grasped
fundamental concepts before moving on. Our digital booklets allow students to work at their own
pace and go over things they may find more challenging. This approach also allows the teacher to
support any students who need extra help. Music facilities are available for catch up at lunch and after
school sessions. GCSE students are expected to attend extra enrichment and catch up sessions.
Many of our most successful and hardworking musicians came to the school with little musical

prowess, but through joining the steel band for example, have been able to succeed through regular
extra-curricular practice led by the department.
A Positive Learning Environment
Pupils are required to present their work with the class. The fears and lack of confidence associated
with this are dealt with from the start of Year 7. This leads to students having the skills and confidence
to perform to their peers and the wider public. The band project in Years 8 and 9 culminating in the
Battle of the Bands is the showcase for this. A culture of openness and a positive and safe climate in
which to present work and receive constructive criticism is intrinsic throughout the course.
Safety, Equality and Respect
Practical music making can only take place with good behaviour. We follow the school expectations
for behaviour, but also ensure students working within groups collaborate effectively and respectfully.
The practical music room requires autonomous learning at times and it is essential that every student
has the opportunity to develop as a musician in an environment which supports working together.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

A wide variety of music is explored throughout the course and Jersey values are communicated as
part of contextualising music from different times, places and cultures. This is explicit in projects such
as Blues, World Music, Dubstep, Minimalism, Film Music and material selected for listening tests and
performance projects.
Music is a subject that promotes excellent learning skills and disciplines that are applicable to many
other subjects. It can also provide a showcase for student’s talent that might not otherwise be
available to them. This therefore contributes to student’s academic achievement and wellbeing. Extra
curriculum music also supports this.
Future Prospects
Students are prepared for further specific music education be it A level or more recently and more
frequently the UK Bimm academies on the mainland. Music is fostered as a lifelong pursuit, many
students continue to learn instruments or have more enlightened and broadened listening habits
promoting a tolerance of new and different cultures and views. Skills and values such as
determination, perseverance and collaboration are developed within music lessons and enhance
further study in any future education or training programme.
Wider Opportunities
The music department devotes a great deal of time to extracurricular activities, the most prominent
being the school Musical and steel bands. Music forms a regular part of whole school assemblies and
we have regularly hosted gig nights and lunchtime concerts for charities.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The PE staff are legendary. They give up so much of their time after school to run
training sessions and take us to matches. I’ve learnt to be respectful and positive
whether we win or lose. It is the taking part really does matter. Go LQ!
Prior Learning

Year 11 Student 2017

We use theoretical and practical base line testing in Year 7 to ensure we have a confident
understanding of students starting points. GCSE theory topics are now being brought down into Key
Stage 3 to ensure clear pathways to Key stage 4 accredited courses are embedded.
Literacy and Numeracy
We use theoretical and practical base line testing in Year 7 to ensure we have a confident
understanding of students starting points. GCSE theory topics are now being brought down into Key
Stage 3 to ensure clear pathways to Key stage 4 accredited courses are embedded.
Challenge for all
PE groups are taught within mixed ability classes which allows for interaction and support between
students of all abilities. We have the highest expectations of our students and staff aim to reflect
those high expectations in our teaching approach. We aim to give greater responsibility as well as
levels of challenge to students with particular skills or physical ability.
Through higher order questioning within lessons, we challenge students understanding and
perceptions.
Achievement for all
PE provides students with a broad and balanced curriculum to cater for the huge range in student
ability and preferences. We model excellence, providing quality demonstrations on the sports field
and break down complex physical tasks into singular components to allow all students to recognise
success. Mistakes are welcomed as it allows our students to make adjustments and consider how to
improve through quality feedback and modeling. As a department, we are determined that all
students can make progress, no matter what their starting point may be.
We provide catch up GCSE sessions and time for National Award in Sport students for coursework. All

our extra-curricular clubs are open to students of all abilities.
A Positive Learning Environment
PE provides students with a broad and balanced curriculum to cater for the huge range in student
ability and preferences. We model excellence, providing quality demonstrations on the sports field
and break down complex physical tasks into singular components to allow all students to recognise
success. Mistakes are welcomed as it allows our students to make adjustments and consider how to
improve through quality feedback and modeling. As a department, we are determined that all
students can make progress, no matter what their starting point may be.
Safety, Equality and Respect
Safety is paramount in PE. Students are made fully aware of expectations and rules regarding any
sport, with the students’ safety in mind. Students are responsible for ensuring equipment is taken out
and put away with care. The wearing of the correct kit and equipment for physical activities is carefully
monitored by staff.
A Cohesive and Valued Learning Community

SMSC

The physical well-being developed through weekly PE sessions cannot be underestimated. The wide
range of clubs after school also provides ample opportunity for all students to engage in active sports
which promote a healthy lifestyle. The posters in our changing rooms reflect the importance of a
positive mindset for sport and encourage all to engage fully with lessons, no matter the starting point
of an individual.
Students working in pairs, groups and teams help develop social skills. Teaching students how to be a
quality audience and give support and encouragement as well as feedback enables our students to
be socially aware of individual capacities. We challenge student moral perspectives through the
ability to know how to deal with defeat and success in the correct manner and model this effectively
as a staff.
Future Prospects
The GCSE AQA PE course leads on to A Level PE at Hautlieu and the Sports courses at Highlands.
The Sports Leaders course is a great addition to a students CV and provides excellent opportunities
to prove organisation, communication and leadership capacity.

Wider Opportunities
We have an expansive and regular extra-curricular programme throughout the year. Training and
fixtures are provided for a wide range of sports after school and on Saturdays. We regularly engage
with teams outside of the Island to provide opportunities for our students to engage with greater
opportunities.

